Let <f>o(x)
where the coefficients Co, Ci, c2, ■ • ■ form a sequence of mutually independent, normally distributed random variables with mathematical expectation zero and variance unity. We take the ordered set Co, ■ ■ ■ , cn as the point c in an (ra + l)-dimensional real vector space Pn+i. The probability that the point c lies in an "infinitesimal rectangle" 11(c) with sides of lengths dc0, dci, • • ■ ,dcnis dP(c) = Û {(2*)-il2exp(-±cl)dck}.
Let A(c; a, ß) denote the number of zeros of the polynomial (1.1) in the interval a = x g/3. We establish the formula
R»(x) = h{<Pn+lix)<p'"ix) -<p'n+lix)<p"ix))
and
When ra is large, we can find an estimate of the integrand in the right-hand side of (1.2) in terms of ra and x only in an easily integrable form, since only two functions <?i"(x) and <£"+i(x) are now involved. We put A" = h"gñlhñ+u where h" is the coefficient of xn in #"(x) and g" is defined as above. Then we have ,in, A -i ., w , , *«+t(y)*»(*) -tf»+i(*)0»(y) (2.2) 2^ g* <t>kix)<pkiy) = X»-
This is the famous Christofel-Darboux formula [3, p. 135] in the theory of orthogonal functions. We set y = x + 5 in the formula (2.2) and equate the coefficients of like powers of 5 on both sides to obtain
Differentiating (2.4) and making use of (2.5), we get
Making use of (2.3), (2.4) and (2.6), and the fact that X"^0, we obtain the formula (1.2).
3. For Legendre polynomials P"ix), we have the relations
From (3.1) and (3.2), we obtain
Differentiating (3.4) and using (3.3), we get [January
We recall another formula for the derivative of a Legendre function [2, p. 179, (17)], viz.:
The application of (3.6) and (3.7) yields
To evaluate
we set x = cos y and make use of the celebrated Laplace's formula (cf. 
7T«
Making use of (3.8), we obtain
for sufficiently large n and | x| < 1 -n~w log n. By the first theorem of
and by (3.6), |P"(x)| S8«1's(l-*s)-8/4.Thus (3.12) nPn(x)Pn+i(x) = 0((1 -x2)-!'2), (3.13) Pn(x)Pn(x) = 0((1 -x2)"3 '2) and (3.14) P'n+i(x)Pn(x) + P'n(x)Pn+i(x) -0((\ -»V").
By putting these estimates in (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5), we get
(l-x*)(P"+iPn-p"pn+y) = 2x(P'n+lPn -P'nPn+i) + 0((i -x2)-*'2) and (1 -x)(P'n+iPn -P'"Pn+i) = i-^i -« -«'j (P'n+lPn ~ P'nPn+l)
where we have written Pk, Pi, P'{ and P't" for P*(x), P¿(x), Pi'(x) and P¿"(x), respectively. This abbreviation is also employed below.
By using (3.11), we finally obtain, for |x| <1-ra-2'3 log ra, the estimate iPZlPn -Pn+lP'n')/iP'n+lPn ~ Pn+lP'n) --« (1 ~ sf (1 + 0(1/»)), iP',:+lP'n -P'n+lP'n)/iP'n+lPn ~ Pn+lK) = »\l " »Y^l + 0(1/»»)) and (PZrlPn -P"+lP"')/(Pn+lPn -Pn+lP'n) = 0(n'\l -x)'\ Putting these values for 0"(x)/7>n(x), P"(x)/7>"(x) and 5"(x)/7>"(x) in (1.2), the expression enclosed by brackets is estimated by -l^x¿ -1+e is 0(«1/3). Therefore, on using (3.16), we finally obtain the proof of Theorem 1.
